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I SUMMARY 

In order to meet the obiectives of the mission as defined in II.A here, the Expert has: 

1. Worked in the project centre in New Delhi and the Bagirathi 1 OOMGD Water 

Treatment Plant and visited the regional centre in Pune. 

2. Developed a proposal for the instrumentation and automation of the Bagirathi Water 

Treatment Plant 

3. Delivered lectures on the algorithms of ir:dustrial contrt,ls, control loop configura

tions, System Engineering Concepts, Control System Engineering and Automation 

Techniques. 

4. Appraised himself about the status of industrial control in water treatment , power 

generation and sugar plants. 

The expert has come to the following conclusions: 

1. The activities of the M'icroprocessor programme of promoting improvement of 

industrial efficiency and quafaty by ~~ng modem microprocessor based 

equipment seems to have taken effect. the industry is aware of the need of these 

improvements. 

2. There seems to be a sho1tage of experience in certain industries in the application of 

modem control techniques in the control of their processes. 

3. The Centre therefore should. after now having acquired a good standard in single 

purprose microprocessor techniques, consider to shift their attitude to consulting 

how to apply the available state-of-the-art multi purprose apparatus in industrial 

control. 

4. Pilot plant automation projects should be considered, where a complete revamping of 

the control might achieve aedequate results in plant performance, while at the 

same time engineering teams could obtain the necessary experience for further .. 
activities in the same industrial field. 

5. Experts should perform pre-feasabilitystudies in different branches of industry to 

specify the needs for additional optimizing of existing control. 

5. An 9xpert should visit Universities and College1 in India, investigate their 

programmes and report in detail, in which way the existing curricula should be 

changed to meet the industries need in operational technology and control systems 

engineering, and whicti post graduate courses on the same subjects should be 

~1iven to enable experienced process and control engineers to update their 

knowledge. 
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11 INTRODUCTION 

A Objectjyes of tbe mjssjon 

Per the job~ prepared by UNIDO. the purprose of the mission of the expert 

was to advise the centres in development of Microprocessor apJ>:ication in 

Industrial Control and more specificaly to: 

1. Appraise hir.'!self in the current status of microprocessor application in the Indian 

Industry. 

2. Suggest measures for promoting microprocessor applications in Indian Industry. 

3. Suggest developme:lt strategy for hardware and software. 

4. To deliver lectures on the state of the art of technology. 

5. To visit a few industries as appropriate and suggest a plan of action for further 

development 

B. Actiyjties of tbe "~ 

On arrival on 12 febrnar1 at the duty station New Delhi. the expert was requested as 

a main task to develop a proposal for the instrumentation and automation of a Water 

Treatment Plant and, if possible. to complete this before his departure. 

As to his opinion his task was within the scope as defined under 5. in the job 

description and would allow him to perform ~ the other tasks requested in a 

usefull Yf8Y. the expert visited the appointed water treatment plant during the first 

week of his mission to analyse the process and determine the oprational 

requirements. In close cooperation with a delightfull assisting operational staff of 

the plant the necessary information was acquired and the process cfiagrams could be 

made. Consequer.tly a first draft proposal of the necessary control systems for 

discussion with the operational staff of the plant was delivered on 13 march 1987. 

These discuasions took place on 27 march 1987 and after that a preliminary 

planning for the instalment of the systei113 and tha engineering thereof was 

produced and presented to the management of the Delhi Water Supply and Sewage 

Undertakin:J on 1 april 1987. Afier discussions on that day a second planning was 

made and discussed again on 13 april 1987. The final proposal was produced in the 

period from 1 O april to 17 april. This final proposal is attached to this report as 

annexe A. 
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The expert participated in an Industry Meet on microprocessors and applications. 

reading five lectures on system engineering. control syste1n engineering and 

automation techniques. The Meet took place on 2 and 3 apri. the lectures were 

prepared and lecture notes produced between 13 and ~s march. 

The lecture notes of this Industry Meet are attached to tltis report as annexe B. 

From 7 to 9 a;:>ral the expert visited the project centre of Pune tc appraise himself of 

the activities of one of the smaler centres. There he also visited a sugar research 

institute and a sugar factory. 

From 1 o to 11 Bombay was visited to get an impression of the status of control of 

what is considered the most advanced water treatment plant in India 

In between those main activitiEs the expert had meeting with appropiate engineering 

groups within DOE (Department Of Sectronics) discussing the progress of industrial 

control in electrical power generation. 

Further disalssions with visiting representatives of control apparatus supp6ers were 

held and one visit to a supplier gave tf:~ expert a first impression of the extent and 

capabilities of the :nc1ian Instrument manufacturing Industry. 
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Ill INSTRUMENTATION AND AUTOMATION OF THE BAGIRATHI WATER TREATMENr 

PLANT 

A. Actual status ?laol 

The Bagirathi Water Treatment Plant of the Delhi Water Supply and Sewage Displlsal 

Corporation with its capacaty of 100 MGD (= 100 Milr10n Galbn per Day} produces 

about S0% of the total of this corporations output of clear water. The plant was 

commissioned only a few years ago. Its input is river water from the Ganges from 

an intake point about 30 kms from the plant. 

The cleaning process is by way of add'ing chemicals, that causa flocculation of the 

particles in the water. subsequent sedimentation in dariftocculator and final 

filtration in sandbedfilters. 

At the time of the construction of the plant provisions were made for flow and level 

measurgments through the plant at the following points: 

Inputs clarifloa:ulators (8) 

Loss of head on filters (40) 

Outputs filters (40) 

Level clear water reservoirs (5) 

Outputs clear water (5) 

Mechanical control loops with process powering were made for: 

Flow chemicals to mixers upstreams of cariflocculators (8). 

Flow through filters (40). 

However. calibration of the measuring points primary elements had seemingly not 

been done and most of the measuring instruments had not been commisioned. During 

the experts visits to the plant relevant questions from his part concerning the 

calibration of the primary elements only arouse general doubt about the overall 

existance of this vital information. Further. the installed r.-..easuring instruments 

were of an oldfashioned nature with probable low accuracy and non standard load 

dependable transmission systems. these were not considered as usefull for 

implementation in a modem control system. 

The calibration of the primary elements as a nece-;sa.ry condition for such a modem 

control system has be"ln emphasizec' in the experts report a11d suggestions for the 

realisation of these calibrations have been given. 
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B. Consjderatioos for the P.-oposat 

After the expert had done the !.ystem analyses of tne water treatment process. the 

foUowing general requirement was phased as common ta:get for the plants control 

S)'Stems: 

To produce the necessary amounts cf dear water of the best qtJality as 

rEquired by the demand of ttle customers. while using the minimum ot raw 

water, chemicals. enef9Y and manpower in the most ew •. omic oombination. 

Implementation of these conditions came to redefining in terms o( smaller process 

oriented items as folows: 

1' To maximize plant capacity: 

Establ'ish plant flow part.mos through clariftocculators in equal parts. 

Establ"ISh water flows through filters in equa&ty. 

2' To minimize use of chemf~ and to obtain clear water of the best quality: 

Rea&se ratio control of added chemicals to raw water flow to clariflocaJ

lators wilh, if po'5Stie. pH· feecl>ack from output clarib:culators. 

To ensur& al time plant availability: 

Implement al time plant monitori1?Q by jnstailing a bas& and backup a.'lalog 

inswmentation with provisions for power failures. 

lnstaU a central plant control room. 

Implement a general plant status alarm system. 

Implement rPmote control of actuators and motors. 

4' To assure supervision on plants performances: 

Implement electronic supervisory systems for fL--ws throughout plant with 

hourly and daily registratior. of integrated f!ows. 
To a'5Sist in middle and IOng term plant overhauls and ;-evisions: 

Instalment of an electronic control unit for olant control and automation. 

6' To reduce labour costs: 

Implement sequence C"Jn!rol systems for filter backwashing. 

As virtuaRy no experience in handling modem industrial control of a water treatment 

plant is available care should be taken, that the implementation '>f such control 

should be in a phased manner, so that operators and operational staff can adapt to 

the changes in handling the plant withc•ut endangering tt.e availability of the total 

process. 
The same applying to the maintenance, adequate measures should !Je taken to ensure 

availability of testing equipment, spare apparatus and training of mai,,te~ance 

pesonnel. 
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C Summary of the prqx>sal 

The proposal, added to this report as appendix A, consists of: 

1. Requirements to the existin~ primary elements as to the calibration of these and 

the addition of primary elements for flow to the filter houses. 

2. A base and backup system for central plant control room monitoring of ail flows 

throughout tJle plant, leve!s in the clear water reservoirs, positions of actJators 

and motors as a first step to centralized control and possibilit}· to compare the 

performances of process subsystems. 

This P & B system is illustrated using P & I diagrams for the whole plant and 

s~:>uld allOW a good 24 hours per day surveillance of the plant. which in the actual 

status is not available. 

As for this system nearly al primary elements. measuring prirq'ies :1nd signal 

transmission already are to be installed, it allows the maintenance to st.art with a 

relatively simple system to obtain the necessary know how. 

Primary lay outs of cor.trol panels and specifications of equipment have been 

included in the proposal. 

3. An alarm system to ensure independant safeguarding of all prominent system 

functions on basis of highly reliable sensors and an equally reliablf alarm treatment 

system, mainly with level and pressure sensors, the specification of the sensors 

to be decided on by the operational staff in consultation with the control system 

engineers. 

4. Remote control, allowing centralized ontoff and opentclose control of individual 

actuators and motors. 

5. Steady state automatic control of inaavidual proces parts as for instanc& the flow 

control through a filter and ratio control for the adding of the chemicals. 

6. Group supervision by means of an e~onic system, monitoring partial flows ir. 

the process, calculating and memorizing such partial flows, ir.tegrating and 

reporting these and reporting abnormal statusses and significant differences in 

comportance for plantmanagement and general management • 

.,, Group control and automation, handling and controlling fundional groups of process 

elements as filters for filterwashing, cascading level control of a group of filters 

with the flow control per filter. 

8. Plant control and automation, handling long term information to provide t~H 

maintenance scheduling as for pumps and filters, mostly combined with: 

centralized CRT-information or. basis of information by exeption, enabling the plant 

management to ob!ain fast information on significant i~sues and abnormal statuf!ses 

in real-time presentation. 
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P. ptanojoo 

Best Phase: Try outs 

Sequenc1 oontrol Biter back'll3Shing 

electric actuators for 1 filter 

pneumatic actuators for 1 filter 

PLC automation on 2 filters 

U Pr=.mary elements Process Instalment and calibration 

Flows venturiflume(2), input filterbouses(2), 

• if othar primary elements necessary 

m Ratio Control addition chemicals 1 venturlflume · 

Second Phase: Necessary controls for Baajralflj Plant 

delay: 

IV Remaining Primary elements Process Instalment and calibr~tion 

Flows veoturiflums. input filterbouses, output filters 

outputs dear water. level reservoirs 

• if ether primary elements necessary delay: 

V Base and backup 51'Stem in panel in centra! control room 

VI Ratio Control addition chemicals remaining venturiflumecs 

VII Steady state control ilow 1 Filter 

VIII Alarm system 

1 o Filter.: + level + feed forward 

40 Filters + level + feed forward 

IX Remote control motors clariflocculatorslfilterhouse 

X Electronic Group supervisory Systems 

incoming raw water, water to filters, output clear water 

Tbjrd phase: Complete Plant AutQrnalkm 

X Distributed Process control system with CRT-e>ased Operator 

station or stations for; sequential contr,JI of 40 filters 

monit<'ring perfonrunce clarifloccuiators 

monitoring chocking filters 

sequence-planning filterwashing 

planr:ing overhaul filters 

mon!~oring performance clear water pumps 

olanning overhaul dear water pumps a.s.o. 

7187 - 9187 

7187 - 9187 

5137 -11/87 

3months 

12187- 2188 

3188 - 9/88 

3mon&ns 

5188 -12/88 

11/88 - 4/89 

11/88 - 21&9 

3189 - 8/89 

10.'89 - 2190 

11/88 - 5189 

4189 8/89 

1/8~ - 4/$9 

10/89 • 6/90 
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Plannmo engineering 

To enable operational staff of the Water Treatment Plant and engineers of ~ 4.EP ,DOE to obtain 

the necessary experience in Industrial Control Systems Engineering the engineering of the whole 

project should be done on site in the following construction: 

Appoir.ting Project Management 

lnstal6ng in a special office on the plant the engineering team, 

basicaRy consisting of : 

three junior engineers of the Water Supply and Sewage Disposal 

Undertaking of Delhi 

three engineers of MAEP ,DOE, 

training of staff on following topics: 1) sensors 

2) steady sta&e control 

3) sequence control 

4) control system engineering 

plus the :.D:.fitional manpower, funds and equipment to allow this 

team to function as a separate unit at 100% of their capacity 

Appointing one expert as teamleader at 50% capacity 

Activities of team for engineering phase I, in oose cooperation 

5187 

6187 

6187 

with operational staff 6187 - 7188 

Appointing maintenance crew for industrial control system 

{training mainly on site by engineering team) 

10/87 

Planning and def.ning operational requirements phase Ill by engineering 

team, operational staff and project management 4/89 - 8/89 

Study-tour by operational staff, engineering te~ and project manage

ment to finalise decisions phase Ill 9/89 

Activities of team for engineering phase II, in close cooperation 

with operational staff 8/89 - 6/90 

Complete Plant Automation Commissioned 

- If any new Water Treatment Plant will be planned with the process and equipment 
engineering to be executed in the period as proposed above, the engineering team for 
the plant control and automation should be consulted in the ear1iest stage about the 
implementation of primary elements in the process and possible simplifications of the 
process with regard to the capabilities of modem automation equipment. 

6190 
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IV REGIONAL CENTRE ~l.J'.JE 

A. Actjyjtjes of the Centre 

The Pune centre has as specialty the application of software and hardware in test and 

measuring instruments and medical electronics. At the moment amongst others the following 

projeds are in development: 

1' A rel~ !ester 

2' A car.fiogram interpretation system. 

3' A patient data acquisition system. 

· The projects are typical single purprose applications, ranging in wmpfexity from rotatively 

simple to quite complicated. For instance the cardigram imerpretiJlion consis.1s ot i~iree 

subsystems, sensor adaption, signal identifiGation and expert ~'lterpretation !:>;; 3tem. Of 

these three 1he software of the sigr.al identification IS compietej, the se0$0r adaption has 

been _system anatyz9d and awaits ckHavery -of hardwa:e to be constructed and commissioned. 

The expert system for final iriterpret'9\ion is still to be done and should be cons!dered as a 

i-ough job, as expert knowledge extraction generally is known as qui.e compiicated. 

TI1e centre also conducts courses on microprocessor application, generally on basis of 

•getting to know the microprocessor-. A good range of teaming models for hardware 

i~lementation and PC's for software development is available. 

The centre specialises in single purJ)rose instrumer.tation, to a large extent limned to 

laboratory level and conditions, gene:-al porprose microproce~or based industrial equipment 

to use in industrial control and-its appl~tion is not taken into accour.t and such apparatus is 

not available in the centre. 

The staff of ~e ce"tre consists of 7 electronic specialists ar.d one junior instrumentation 

engineer. The complaint of the staff on this partition is, that the &tates financial conditions 

tor empk>yme-nt of instrumentation engine-~rs cannot match those of industry. 

B. pyne College of Engjneerjng 

As there is a important we: king relationship between the Pune Regional Centre and the Pune 

College of Engineering, the expert has also looked into the College as a source of engineers 

for the Centre. 

Tile Pune Collage of engineering has a basic first year for all disciplines. ".iter that si~ 

semesters complete the education in the disciplines separatedly. The different disciplines 

indude those for Instrumentation and Computer _engineering. 
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The Instrumentation discipline has a good pc ogram of education in a wide range including 

nearly all subjects in control engineering. The graduates are much sought after in industry. 

The cuniculi indicate. that in the same way as the centre does. the intention SPems to be to 

prepare for single purprose applications in instrumentaoon and mainly for the construction 

of the equipment. 

Again control systems er:gineerialQ with multi purprose equipment has less emphasis. 

Final indepencbnt work for a thesis is limited to about 25% of the last semester. 

The computer Engineering Department has an interesting approach towards more industry 

related hard and software. thus resulting in good possibilities for cooperation with MAEP in 

software development. 

Of course through this path a tendency to more theoretical and scientific inputs influence the 

total performance of the centre. but this should not be considered as a negative point. as at 

the same time the adcfdional input of hardware knowledge is most welcome. 

C. Sugar Industry I Deccan Suoar lnstiMe 

In the neighbourhood of Pune the Deccan Sugar Institute coordinates research. technical 

training and other services to their members/owners. thert! are about 90 sugar factories in 

Maharastra. Nearly 200 scientists. engineers and other workers are employed . Research 

and training is done in fields varying from sugar technology to sugar engineering and 

miaoprocessor technology. 

The Institute has helped various member sugar factories in setting up some 20 by-product 

industr~s as distilleries, aceton plants a.s.o. 

Due to the organisational structure of the Institute their approches and ;:rctivities can be 

considered as result oriented. 

The list of principal fields of research in the future includes: 

1' Computerisation of various cane cultivation tGchniques. 

2' Techniques for minimum steam and power consumption in sugar industry. 

3' Complete computerisation and instrumentation of all engineering techniques. 

4' Complete on-line brix measurement and control 

5' Computerisation of clarification, evaporation and boiling techniques. 

Although some of these Sli.bjects may still only be in the programm for the future, on the 

other hand studies on more specific subjects are ready on hand. 
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Papers from the chief technofogist on automation in the sugar factories ~:iow weU defined 

targets for this automatiOn with goou insights in the possibilities of steady state controllers 

and enhanced controllers with additional sequential and digital input possi>ilities. Pilot 

instaDations on Pan boiling automation with trials on conductivity control and alternatively 

viscosity control have already lead to proven advantages in sugar quality. shorter boiling 

times, reduction in steam consumption. reduced wash water quantities and some other 

points. 

During a visit to one of the member sugar factories it could be seen. that development was 

not limited to research in the Institute alone. On site a pattern of new and newer 

sensors/indicators showed a good development of instrumentation and the use of this 

instrumentatiOn. The newest indigenous electronic instruments were of a good industrial 

quality and had good performances as stated by the users. 

On the other hand the available apparatus in the Institute tor training purproses had not 

e"olved with the development in the field. There the instruments were of a much older 

version and mainly restricted to flow, mfferential pressure a.s.o. and partly Still of the 

mercury using type with load dependant transmission. Instruction in microprocessor 

applications was limited to basics of mgital electronics assisted by practical training on IC

training kits. 

Its s ~ems clear, that in this for india vital field of Sugar Industry all conditions of sensor 

identification. process know how and target identification are already fullfilled and in 

different research institutes starts on dedicated control loops have been made. 

The next step toward further development should be the implementation of closed loop 

industrial control on microprocessor basis with structured organisation of these controls. 

The necessary know how for this approach should be acquired by establishing an engineering 

team, which could consist of 50/50 sugar technologists and control system engineers, and 

giving this team the task of engim~ering. installing and commissioning the integrated control 

for one sugar factory as a pilot plant. Subsequent setting up training courses fer this kind of 

process control with adequats practical facilities, preferably on site, should spread lhe 

acquired know how. 

UN-assistance by sending a control system expert to guide the engineering team could be 

very usef!Jll. 
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V INOUSTRYMEET 

The expert participated. together with Dr Krishna Kant. Chief Pro;ect Coonina10r of MAEP 

and E. W.ghunan. UNIDO expert. as lecturer in a 2-day Industry Meet on Micropracessor 

applications for Industrial Control. 

This series of lectures had been programmed to highlight the aspeCIS of the introcU:tion of 

microprocessors from the operational point of view. The general goal was to show. how to 

match the possi>ilities of microprocessor based ecMxnent with the inciJstrial need for 

higher performance in control engineering in terms of quaity and proclldivily. 

As a lead theme to show the system engineering aspects the application of modern oontrol to 

a water treatment process was chosen. 

Starting from the basic possibillies for microprocessor applications and the current trials 

to establish a general Manufacturir.g Automation Protocol as international standard. it was 
shown, that the marriage between the conventional EDP-systems (EDP - Electronic Data 

Processingj and Proces Control Systems is in the making. however that the approach of the 

EDP-systems engineer toward process control. often referred to as T~Oown approach, 

and that of the Proces Control Systems engineer, referred to as Bottom-Up approach, 

require to be reconaled. 

The series of lectures presented an example of an extended bottom-up approach for process 

control and elaborated on such an approch, while the '"Top 0own· approach was used to 

formulate a strategy. 

As the interconnections required for linking supervisory data wal also be applicable to other 

automation systems, for example computer aided manufacturing, where the same 

arguments were applicable, this item was also given appropiate attention. 

The systematic structure of the lectures was: 

Introduction of a case history as a system engineering concept. 

Sensor technology as the first basic Med for instrumentation and automation. 

Present techniques and future trends. 

Other tools of the trade for automation such as mic6 oprocessor based controllers. 

Process Control Instrumentation and oermmunication systems 

Application of these too'.s in $ystem engineering ct automated systems for process 

control.· 

Anelogies in system engineering between Computer Aided Manufacturing and Process 

Control, particu•arly in the applications of microprocessors for linking speciali~~d 

areas of a plant by means of a common database and communication network •. 

The Meet wa.; well attended by some 50 engineers from differer.et branches t>f industry a'ld as 

this meet was the first on m~lti purpose apparatus for industrial control, the reactions on the 

lectures were lively and diversified. 
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1lERMAl POWER PLANTS 

After having completed a salCCeSfull initative on the National HVOC Experimental Lile Project 

the IPAG(· Information Planning and Analysis Group ) of the DOE ( • Department of 

Electronics) is now taking the lead in two projects of application of eledmnic industrial 

controls in thermal power generation: 

1) Incorporation of a Data Acquisition System (DAS) and Artificial lnteligence 

System (AIS) for the Badarpur Thermal Power Station Unit V. 

2) Renovation of the controls of the Keraci Thermal 200 MW Power Plant Unit V by 

instaling a DOC ( • Dedicated Digital Control ) system for integ1ated plant control 

h shouJd first be stated. that both projeds deserve the nomination of being courageous and 

showing ~ appreciation of the need of looking i"lto the future to contlOl the 

necessary development in this branch of incklstry. 

The two projects are we1 chosen as separate items. 1he DAS and AIS project enables 

extensive studies on the behaviour of the process. the extraction of information from the 

process and the use of this information in an expert system. enab&ng further devicing 

towards increasing availability. safety and effiency. 

The project for renovation by using DOC enables a straight forward engineering on basis of a 

good initial budget and well defined goals. such as: 
- a 2% increase of avaiabiity through significant reduction of forced outages 

- Better c:xmtlOI of process variables resuhing in reducing undue stresses and consequently 

enhancing plant flfl?. 

- faster plant diagnostics. enabling ciagnostics of subsystem onmming failures. scheduing 

maintenance and reducing MTTR and MTTRP times and costs. 

- improving interfacing between process control and operators, th· 1!= :nabling more efficient 

and safe operator interventions and better quality of working conditions for the operators. 

- providing training and experience grounds for further application of such systems in other 

units. 

A three years aU-in planning from intent to commissioning for the implementation of the new 

system on the Koradi Unit V with minimal outage of production has been proposed on 

realistic arguments. 

Along with tt .e overall system replacement, secondary plant problems will be tackled, such 

as implementation of reliable flue gas monitorir.g. improving coal feeder performances 

a.s.o. The overall configuration of the proposed control system shows reliable 

constructions of redundant and/or backed up dedicated controls and proven double data 

highways towards 2 out of 3 central mcniloring CRT stations. 
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It is the experts opinion, that the organisation of this projed is in good hands and that the 

proposed investments wit lead to a fast catch up in Inclan power generation towards 

modem technology. 

Without any degradation of this last statement the following might be useful to enhance the 

possi>le resuns of the project: 

1) In the process control engineering studies should be implemented to configurate the control 

system as to increase the dynamic response of the steam generator. This would enable the 

unit to folow load demand changes faster and contribu"te to better frequency control of the 

grid and in a secondary way attri>ute to lesser forced outages. 

2) Engineering of the control systems should not be limited to DHEL as a seperate supp&er, 

the engiaeering team should at least include representation of the operational user, because 

operational requirements come best from operational experience. 
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As a resull of his dealings with the Centres. industrial plants and S1ippliers of apparatus. the 

expert has come to th9 following conclusions: 

The Inclan industry 5eemS to be in a reasonable Slate as far as process inplementation is 

~- Process know how usU3lly is invariable avaiable amongst construction and 

operational engioeers. In indus1rial control however 1ll8re is a clear lack of knowledge. 

especialy in con1rOI systems engineering. Very often also the need for improvement of 

P.ftienc'/ and quality by use of good con1rOI engineering is mixed uo wilh the posstiities of 

(and fear of) the labour saving posslJilities. 

The Centres for Miaopnx:essor applications engiilee1iilg under the active and inteligent 

leadership of Dr Krishna Kant. have been b::!!!.ong thiS phenomenal with the result. that the 

indus1ry is starting to understand their argumen1S and accept their ideas. The Centres 

courses on microprocessor appications are wen attended and questions to the lecturers 

during lne inciJstry meet showed. that in different branches of industry activities around 

this sutJiect are proceeding. 

The Centres themselves are invariably active on different single purpose projecls. Basically 

this means. that for a certain app6cation the microprocessor circuitry is developed. tested 

and given to an indusbial producer to fabricate. Programnmg is usually done in he nonnal 

programrMlg languages on PCs. The know how on this level seems to have developed really 

fast. hardly arr/ differences with that in developed contries are detectable. However. the 

applications me mainly restricted to the single purprose projects in laboratory. hospital 

and other friendly environments. 

The situation is different as far as the application of control engineering in industry is 

concemed. In the three branches of industry studied the following main characteristics 

should iDustrate the stalus of industrial control: 

Water treatment: 

Poor industrial instrumentation from indigenous sources, no real time control, no central 

supervision. Only the most modem plant, that of Bombay Munipicial Works. has a certain 

number of imported flow and quality indicators spread over the plant. 

Sugar 

Some basic old instrumentation, mostly stiD of the mercury using type with non standard 

load depending transmission. New introduction or indigenous measuring devices of 

reasonably good quality. Industrial controls hrdly e:t.ists, although target identification is 

done. 

Power generation 

Mainly imported control systems, varying in quality. A few microprocessor based systems 

under execution for the newest expansions. 
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Excelent approach of revamping 200 MW unit with a Dedicated Direct Control system m a 

top down approach. Indigenous avaiability of system engineering know how not clear. 

Essentialy the common point in these observations is. that certail approaches towards good 

industrial control are on the way. but the actual system engineering is the difficuity 

towards completing the programs. 
The same applies to the activities of the Centres. The single purpose applications for 

dedicated projects are handled on basis of a good knowledge of microprocessor enQineering. 

whie in most cases process knowledge is not really essential The last wil alsc be due to 

the tact. that the engineers of the Centres mostly have an eleclronic background. 

For further development in industrial cootrol based on the application of microprocess:>rs the 

elements of c:on1rol engineering and control systems engineering should be reinforced On . 

the subject of manpower in the Centres this would mean poSlaCademic training of the 

existing engineers in c:on1rol engineering or enis1klg new Instrumentation and Control 

engineers. 

These engineers then can obtain their essential knowledge of control system engineering by 

participating in engineering teams of control engineers and process engineers of the 

relevant processes to be oontroled. This construction has been proposed and accepted for 

the water treatment plant and should also be applicable for other branches of industry. 

The application of industrial multipurprose apparatus wil have to be with imported material. 

as indigenous items are not yet available. 

However. as the engineering teams wil obtain their experience in control system 

engineering. they wiD also be able to inform the Indian instrument and control apparatus 

manufacturers about the need of apparatus and thus give new impulses to the development 

of this branch of industry. 

This is the more important. as in this field of industrial instrumentation a new revolution 

towards interfacing between various instruments by means of digital communication is just 

starting and in a well planned organisation the incfian industry might just catch up in this 

development. 

As the approach of formation of engineering teams might well be applicable to different 

branche.; of Indian industry, it could be wise to have experienced industrial control 

systems engineers do prefeasabilitystudies in these different branches to analyse the 

situation and advise about similar measurements to be taken there. 

Finally the necessary inflow of engineers with the appropiate education should be considered 

by investigating the curriculae of the universities and engineering colleges and reporting 

the necessary additional knowledge to be given in these educations or in specialisations and 

postgraduate courses. 
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1. There seems to be a shortage of experience in certain in<ian irdJstries in the application of 

modem control techniques in the control of their processes. The Centres for 

microprocessor application e11ginee1ing 1herefore should. after now having acquired a good 

standard in single purpose micrapocessor technicp!s. consider shifting their mak1 

allllllde to considering how to apply the avaiable Slale-Of-lhe-art multi purpose 

apparatus used in in<llslrial COllb'OL 

2. Adcitional know how in app&iiltJle ~ JlllellfalTon and Control Engineering is necessary for 

1he Centres as wel as in irDlsby. The Centra should engage atilich"lal control engineers 

and have post academic nation given tc> their microproa'5Sor appication e11gi1eers. 

3. The Centres should consider 118 ~of this necessary adciblal knowledge in 

control engi1ee1i11g by organiD1g courses as post academic education for experienced 

irdJstrial engineers and preferably do so in specialised branches of indUSby. 

4. Plot plant projecls for industrial control on existing plants should be considered. where a 

complete revamping of the control might achieve aedequate results in plant performance. 

whie at the same tine engineering teams could obtain the necessary experience in control 

systems engineering for further activities in the same industrial feld. These teams should 

be assisted or lead by experts in industrial control systems engineering. 

5. As system and project orientation wil become more imporrant. study tours to visit 

modem controled plants for PR>ied engineers and staff should be extended. If necessary 

at the cost of trainilg fellowships. 

6. Experts should perform pre-feasabllitystudies in different branches of industry to specify 

the needs for additional optimizing of existing control. 

7. An expert should visit Universities and Colleges in India. investigate their programmes and 

report in detail. in which way the existing curricula should be changed to meet the 

industries need in operational technology and control systems engineering, and which post 

graduate courses on the same subjeetS should be given to enable experienced process and 

control engineers to update their knowledge. 

8. As the above terms recommend pr~jects with in general a duration of 2·3 years, 

extension of the UN-project assistance for another 3 years should be considered. 

9. Experts on mission should be equipped with PC's with text and drawing editors as to 

improve their efficiency by factors up to 50%. 
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